Lady Mediterranean
3 days of rejuvenation, regeneration, organoleptic pleasures and fun for ladies
Split is much more than just a summer holiday destination and magnificent architecture. It is
the city that lives its full life through the whole year, where you can enjoy in fantastic
gastronomy and wines, visit many cultural and sports events, find new love and regenerate
your body and soul for the new beginnings. Unique character and liveliness of this ancientmodern city, it’s charm and contradictions will make you come back in this place under the
Marjan hill surrounded by the most beautiful sea.

Mediterranean Lady package:
Accommodation in 4* hotel, double room, in the city center :
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1

Day
Check-in
Mediterranean lunch
Split City Tour
Free time
Dinner in konoba with Dalmatian klapa (traditional Dalmatian a cappella band) –
restaurant with traditional Dalmatian food and atmosphere

___________________________________________________________________

2

Day
Breakfast
Beauty Day*
Mediterranean Lunch
Coffee at Riva (if the weather is bad, coffee and cake in the winter garden in hotel
Park)
Afternoon break out / dermal fillers; botox; teeth whitening – optional
Little school of makeup in hotel with makeup artist
Dinner „Modern Mediterranean"
After party
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3

Day
Breakfast
Wellness & Spa - indoor/outdoor pool, range of services: various massages (whole
body), saunas, jacuzzi, Decleor aroma localized wrap 60 min gym
Lunch at Rural household (Dalmatian hinterland)
Departure

___________________________________________________________________

PRICE: from 811 EUR / person

Beauty Day
FACE - radiofrequency, massage, mask
BODY - RELAX MASSAGE (1 hour) + PEELING + CHOCOLATE MASK
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HANDS AND FEET - Manicure + Pedicure
All treatments we offer are proved to be successful, and the professionals that we work with
are highly educated.

___________________________________________________________________

Split - Situated on peninsula, surrounded by the sea, Split is the city where you can feel the
mix of history, culture, Mediterranean lifestyle and modern living. Besides glorious
architectural scenery, Split is also a venue for excellent gourmet and vine experiences,
numerous cultural happenings like film and theatre festivals, exhibitions, excellent museums
and concerts, a city which offers eclectic modes of entertainment.

Price includes:
Accommodation with breakfast in hotel 4* Marmont, double bedroom (it is possible to pay
extra for a single room), in the centre of Split for 2 nights, wellness & spa services – indoor &
outdoor pool, gym, saunas, jacuzzi, massage 50 min, Decleor aroma localized wrap 60 min
(for any additional services please let us know and we will include it in the price); 2 dinners
with a drink; 2 lunches; City Tour Split; Trip to rural household with the transport, lunch and
all other activities, Beauty Afternoon (face (radiofrequency, massage, mask), body (relax
massage 1 h, peeling, choco mask), hands and feet (manicure and pedicure), Little school of
make-up, transfers through destination, full insurance package – travel insurance, health
insurance, accident insurance, baggage insurance and travel cancellation insurance
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Price doesn’t include:
Plane tickets (will be included by the departure destination and travel time) or other kind of
transport by clients choice; Transfers from and to airport; Other services than pool, sauna, 1
massage and salt room in wellness & spa centre – facial treatments, other massages, body
treatments, spa rituals; Other various beauty treatments than the one mentioned in
programme; Dermal filler, botox; Teeth whitening

Please, let us know if you would like to include any of this not including services in
your packages.
Also, any other service you would like to include, and is not mentioned in this
programme, we would be very glad to offer it, if it’s possible. Make your wish list!

* Accommodocation can be changed according to client's wishes
(3*, 4* and 5* hotels, private accomodation, double/single rooms)
**We can ensure you medical treatments at your choice

Payment
30 % per person on the day of reservation
The rest of the money 10 days prior the arrival.

Terms of cancellation:
If the rest of the sum isn't paid 10 days prior the arrival, it will be considered that the
reservation is cancelled. If the reservation isn't cancelled prior to the agreed term, advance in
amount of 30% per person will not be returned to the client.
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Last minute arrangements must be paid as a lump sum on the reservation day.
If the number of persons is less than 8, organizer has the right to cancel the programme 5
days prior the programme start. Organizer must inform the clients about the cancelation 5
days prior the start of the programme and return the total paid sum.

Transportation: plane, it will be organized and included in the price after the reservation of
programme or other kind of transport by client’s choice

Programme period: 1.11.2016. – 31. 3. 2017
1.4. – 31.5. 2016. and 1.10..– 31.10.2016 programme is also available, but with slightly
higher price because of the hotel prices.

Contact:
Tel: +385 21 321 171
Mob: +385 91 6022 647
+ 385 98 9648 649
E-mail: info@enjoyhealth.hr
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